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In the last few years, interest has groWn in the use of autonomous underwater vehicles for commercial, scientific and military missions. Reliability is critical and autonomous fault detection with programmed recovery procedures have to be built into their control logic. It is important that the mission controller have information concerning the current status of the maneuverability subsystems of the vehicle to perform requested motions. The normal techniques of servo error monitors, limit and trend checks, and Kalnan 
Background and Context
It is in context of providing an on line autonomous fault detection capabiity to an autonomous underwater vehicle that this paper is written. We wish to design real time software that will process data from sensory returns including gyro rates and positions and control surface inputs and determine the present operational status of each of the vehicles major subsystems. Operational performance classification would possibly done by neural network elements but the basis of the networt inputs would be sensory data prprocessed by a system parameter identifier based on one of several parameter identification schemes currently available. Figure 1 gives an outline of the concept. Figure 2  shows [Yuh, 1990] .
In this paper we simpl consideration to the horizontal plane steing performance where the control input is a deflection command equally taken by bow and stem rudders and the response is the yaw rate of turn, while speed is assumed to be constant. In marine vehicle maneuvering large body forces generated from side slip support the centripetal accelerations so that the yaw rate (r) and side slip velocity (v) (Chu, et. al., 1992 Figure 6 had Q=0.01. Figure 8 shows 
